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About This Dataset

Data Source Citation


Full title of originating dataset

Race IAT 2002–2013

Data author(s) and affiliations

Kaiyuan Xu, University of Washington, US
Brian Nosek, University of Virginia Center for Open Science, US
Anthony Greenwald, University of Washington, US

Dataset source website address

http://openpsychologydata.metajnl.com/articles/10.5334/jopd.ac/

First publication date

18 March 2014

Sample/sampling procedures
Online opt-in

Data collection dates

23 December 2002 to 31 December 2012

Time frame of analysis

2002–2012

Unit of analysis

Individual

Location covered by data

Worldwide

Links to SRM content


List of variables

impwhitegood
Overall IAT D score

tblack
Thermology - African Americans
twhite

Thermology - European Americans

politicalid_7

Political ID with a 7-point scale